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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

DIABETES AND BREAST CANCER:
THE WOMEN‘S HEALTHY EATING & LIVING STUDY

by

Kirsten Diann Erickson
Doctor in Philosophy in Public Health (Epidemiology)
University of California, San Diego, 2011
San Diego State University, 2011
Professor John P. Pierce, Chair

Diabetes and breast cancer are common diseases with a massive public health
impact. With continual advancements in breast cancer detection and treatment diffusing
into clinical practice, the population of breast cancer survivors is growing with a current
estimate of 2.5 million women. Meanwhile the prevalence of type 2 diabetes continues to
increase at alarming rates, largely attributed to the growing obesity epidemic. The
overarching goal of this dissertation was to address current gaps in the scientific literature
using data from the Women‘s Healthy Eating and Living (WHEL) Study- a randomized
controlled trial designed to test whether a dietary pattern high in vegetables, fruit, and

xii

fiber and low in fat would reduce the risk of recurrence and all-cause mortality among
women previously treated for early-stage breast cancer. The specific dissertation
objectives were to: 1) assess the effects of prevalent diabetes on breast cancer diseasefree survival and overall survival, 2) assess the effects of pre-cancer body mass index
(BMI) and post-diagnosis weight change on the risk of incident diabetes and 3) assess the
effects of physical inactivity, weight gain, and obesity on long-term worsening of
glycemic control.
Dissertation results showed that diabetes was independently associated with a
statistically significantly higher risk of all-cause mortality in breast cancer survivors. A
significant contribution was made by providing evidence suggesting that the severity or
duration of diabetes may affect the risk of breast cancer recurrence and mortality. This
dissertation also provides new evidence that women who experience major weight loss
with subsequent regain after breast cancer are at twofold greater risk of becoming
diabetic than women who maintain their pre-cancer weight. With the vast majority of
breast cancer patients surviving more than 5 years beyond diagnosis, oncologists are
challenged to expand their focus from acute care to managing the long-term health
consequences of breast cancer. This dissertation provides compelling evidence that
lifestyle changes may improve the length and quality of life of breast cancer survivors,
and thus represents a significant contribution towards an issue of global public health
concern.
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CHAPTER 1

Background and Significance

1

2

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
Diabetes and breast cancer are common diseases with a massive public health
impact and are diagnosed within the same individual more frequently than would be
expected by chance, even after adjusting for age. For more than half a century, clinicians
have reported the occurrence of patients with concurrent diabetes and cancer. In 1959,
Joslin et al.1 stated, ―Studies of the association of diabetes and cancer have been
conducted over a period of years, but evidence of a positive association remains
inconclusive.‖ Since then, many more studies have been conducted and evidence is
mounting that diabetes and breast cancer are positively associated- however, added
information has also incited more questions concerning the complexities of that
association.
Breast cancer is now the most common malignant neoplasm in females, affecting
1 of every 8 American women.2 Type 2 diabetes, a metabolic disorder characterized by
hyperglycemia and insulin resistance, affects about 7% of U.S. women overall and 1215% of U.S. women older than 60 years.3 However, it‘s been estimated that up to16-20%
of women who have been diagnosed with breast cancer also have diabetes.4-6
With continual advancements in breast cancer detection and treatment diffusing
into clinical practice, the population of breast cancer survivors is growing with a current
estimate of 2.5 million women.7 Meanwhile, the prevalence of type 2 diabetes continues
to increase at alarming rates, largely attributed to the growing obesity epidemic.
Although there is mounting evidence that shows diabetes is associated with reduced
survival, its associations with breast cancer recurrence and breast cancer-specific
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mortality are less clear.8 Leading theories for the biological plausibility of a prognostic
association implicate metabolic derangements such as hyperglycemia, hyperinsulinemia
and insulin resistance.9-11 However, it remains uncertain whether the association between
diabetes and breast cancer is direct (e.g., due to hyperglycemia), whether diabetes is a
marker for underlying biologic factors that alter cancer risk (e.g. insulin resistance or
hyperinsulinemia), or whether the association is indirect due to common risk factors such
as obesity. Also, whether breast cancer prognosis is influenced by the duration of
diabetes is a critical and complex issue.
Unfortunately, many women report gaining weight as a result of their breast
cancer diagnosis and treatment and only a small percentage return to their pre-cancer
weight.12-14 Moreover, the amount of weight gained after diagnosis of breast cancer is
larger than would be expected in the general population and occurs at an accelerated rate
compared to age-matched healthy women.14 Studies also consistently show marked drops
in physical activity levels after a breast cancer diagnosis.15 Although there are wellestablished associations between type 2 diabetes and being overweight or obese in the
general population, far less is known about the impact that post-cancer physical
inactivity, weight and weight gain may have on the diabetes risk in breast cancer
survivors. This represents a critical issue because in addition to disproportionately
affecting breast cancer patients, these factors may significantly increase their risk for
developing diabetes, which in turn, may increase their risk for poor cancer outcomes as
well as cardiovascular disease.
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In June 2010, the American Diabetes Association (ADA) and the American
Cancer Society (ACS) issued a consensus report calling attention to the association
between diabetes and cancer, noting ―the entanglement of lifestyle risk factors, common
biological links and potential mediating solutions between the two diseases‖. The
ADA/ACS report, or a summary thereof, was published in four of the world‘s leading
scientific journals with the stated aim of addressing ―the current gaps in evidence and
potential research and epidemiologic strategies for developing more definitive evidence
in the future.‖ 16-19 The overarching goal of this dissertation is to address some of these
gaps using data from the Women‘s Healthy Eating and Living (WHEL) Study- a
randomized controlled trial designed to test whether a dietary pattern high in vegetables,
fruit, and fiber and low in fat would reduce the risk of recurrence and all-cause mortality
among women previously treated for early stage breast cancer.
Although the dietary intervention did not alter the risk of developing breast cancer
events or improve overall survival over the mean 7.3 years of follow-up, the WHEL
Study has provided an invaluable opportunity to explore the diabetes and breast cancer
association.
Dissertation Theme
This dissertation targets two important facets in the relationship between diabetes
and breast cancer: (1) the association between prevalent diabetes and breast cancer
prognosis and (2) the association between incident diabetes and modifiable risk factors
commonly observed among breast cancer patients, namely obesity, weight gain and
physical inactivity. The WHEL Study is uniquely positioned to address the dissertation
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aims for several reasons. First, 3,088 women who were within four years of their breast
cancer diagnosis were enrolled and loss to follow-up was minimal (vital status was
confirmed on 96% of the cohort). The majority of studies on diabetes and breast cancer
prognosis do not have data on breast cancer recurrence. This represents a current gap in
the evidence which the WHEL Study and this dissertation can address.
Secondly, detailed information on major potential confounders in the diabetes and
breast cancer association was collected, including: cancer characteristics which were
extracted from medical records and oncologist-verified; lifestyle risk factors such as
physical activity which were assessed at 5 time points using standardized questionnaires;
and anthropometric measures such as height and weight which were clinically measured
at the same 5 time points throughout the study.
Thirdly, the WHEL Study had a biorepository which housed archived blood
samples collected at the clinic visits, thus enabling this dissertation to incorporate the
diabetes biomarker, hemoglobin A1C (HbA1C). The HbA1C assay provides a precise
measure of chronic glycemic levels and is the test of choice for the diagnosis and
management of diabetes. Most studies investigating the diabetes and breast cancer
association have relied upon self-reported diabetes or registry data to identify diabetes
cases. Given that symptomless screening for diabetes is rare and 30% of those with the
disease may be undiagnosed, the HbA1C assay represents a pivotal feature of this
dissertation. For instance, the first study addresses whether the relationship between
diabetes and breast cancer prognosis is strengthened, reduced, or maintained when
women with undiagnosed diabetes are included. The second study uses HbA1C levels to
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measure incident diabetes in relation to post-cancer weight gain, and the third study
measures the worsening of glycemic control using HbA1C levels in relation to physical
inactivity and weight gain. In addition to identifying undiagnosed diabetes, the HbA1C
assay enables for a diabetes risk continuum to be explored.
Dissertation Aims
•

Study #1: Utilize the HbA1C assay in addition to self-report to identify

prevalent diabetes. Assess the effects of prevalent diabetes on breast cancer disease-free
survival and overall survival.
•

Study #2: Utilize the HbA1C assay in addition to self-report to exclude

prevalent diabetes and to measure incident diabetes. Assess the effects of pre-cancer body
mass index (BMI) and post-diagnosis weight change on the risk of incident diabetes in
breast cancer survivors.
•

Study #3: Utilize the HbA1C assay to measure 6-year change in glycemic

control. Assess the effects of physical inactivity, weight gain, and obesity on worsening
of long-term glycemic control in breast cancer survivors.
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CHAPTER 2
Clinically Defined Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus and Prognosis in Early Stage Breast Cancer
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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Self-reported diabetes has been associated with poor breast cancer outcomes.
Research is needed to investigate biologically determined glycemic control with breast
cancer prognosis.
Methods: Archived baseline blood samples from the WHEL Study were used to measure
hemoglobin HbA1C (HBA1C) among 3003 early stage breast cancer survivors (age of
diagnosis 28-70 years) followed for a median of 7.3 years for additional breast cancer
events and 10.3 years for all-cause mortality. HbA1C levels provide an accurate, precise
measure of chronic glycemic levels. Cox regression analysis was performed to assess
whether baseline HbA1C levels predicted disease-free and overall survival.
Results: Only 5.8% of women had chronic hyperglycemia (defined as HbA1C levels >
6.5%). Those with HbA1C > 6.5% were older and more likely to be less educated, nonwhite ethnicity, obese and have more advanced breast cancer at diagnosis. HbA1C was
significantly associated with overall survival (ptrend < 0.0001). After adjusting for
confounders, risk of all-cause mortality was twice as high in women with HbA1C >7.0%
compared to women with A1C <6.5% (hazard ratio [HR], 2.35; 95% CI, 1.56 to 3.54).
For disease-free survival, there was a nonsignificant 30% increase in risk for HbA1C
levels >7.0% (HR,1.26; 95% CI, 0.78 to 2.02). During study follow-up, previously
diagnosed rather than undiagnosed diabetes appeared to account for the increased risk.
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Conclusions: Chronic hyperglycemia is statistically significantly associated with reduced
overall survival in early stage breast cancer survivors. Further study of diabetes and its
relationship to breast cancer outcomes is warranted.

INTRODUCTION
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (diabetes) is increasing rapidly in the population at large
and studies suggest that 16-20% of women who have had breast cancer have diagnosed
diabetes as a comorbidity.1-3 Symptomless screening for diabetes is rare and 30% of those
with the disease may be undiagnosed.4 Some research estimates that diabetes can remain
undiagnosed for 5-10 years and therefore disease symptoms or complications may
accompany the diagnosis. 5
A number of studies have indicated that diabetes is associated with higher
mortality in breast cancer patients,1-3, 6-11 but it is unclear whether this is driven by a
worse breast cancer prognosis or from competing risks such as cardiovascular disease.
Recently, Patterson and colleagues12 reported that self-reported diabetes was associated
with more than a twofold increase in both breast cancer events and all-cause mortality.
Whether the relationship between diabetes and breast cancer prognosis would be
strengthened, reduced, or maintained when women with undiagnosed diabetes are
included is unclear. It is also uncertain whether the additional mortality risk is specific to
breast cancer or reflects the general higher mortality risk of diabetes. 13
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The A1C assay is the test of choice for monitoring diabetes management because
it provides a precise measure of chronic glycemic levels. Research indicates HbA1C may
also be used to diagnose diabetes, as a cut-point value of 7.0% is associated with
increased risk of microvascular complications.15 More recently, an International Expert
Committee recommended the use of a cut-point of 6.5% to definitively diagnose
diabetes.14 However, the Endocrinology Society has published their reservations about
this recommendation.16
In this secondary analysis, we explore the association of HbA1C levels and cutpoints with breast cancer progression. We measured HbA1C levels in archived blood
samples of participants in The WHEL Study, a multisite randomized trial that tested the
effect of an intensive dietary intervention on new breast cancer events and survival. For
study outcomes, we consider both breast cancer disease-free survival and overall
survival.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Participants
Between 1995 and 2000, the WHEL Study enrolled 3,088 women within 4 years
of diagnosis of early-stage breast cancer (American Joint Committee on Cancer, 4th
edition: stage I [>1 cm], II, or IIIA). Exclusions included: (1) diagnosed with a
comorbidity requiring a specific diet or using a medication that contraindicated a highfiber diet and (2) insulin dependence. After an average of 7.3 years of follow-up, breast
cancer and vital status were confirmed on 96% of the original cohort. Details of the
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study have been reported previously.17-18 Internal review boards at each site approved the
study and all participants were provided written informed consent before enrolling.
Baseline Measures
Medical records pertaining to the initial cancer diagnosis were collected and
information was extracted and oncologist-verified on cancer characteristics and treatment
including: tumor stage and grade, tumor hormone receptor status, type of surgery,
radiation, chemotherapy, and anti-estrogen use. Weight and height were measured using
standard procedures and body mass index [BMI, weight (kg)/height (m2)] was calculated.
Fasting blood was collected into and separated using standard procedures and stored at 80˚C. The study assessed demographics, self-reported menopausal status, and behavioral
and lifestyle measures with standardized questionnaires at baseline. For this paper,
ethnicity was dichotomized into white/non-Hispanic and other (Hispanic/Latina, AfricanAmerican, Asian, Pacific Islander, mixed/other).
Physical health, associated with prognosis in the WHEL Study19, was assessed
using the well-validated SF-36. 20 Following previous research, the physical health
summary score was dichotomized as either ―low‖ (bottom two quintiles) or
―moderate/high‖.19 The frequency, duration, and intensity of physical activity were
assessed using the nine items from the Women‘s Health Initiative (WHI) Personal Habits
Questionnaire, which were validated in a subsample of WHEL participants21 and
converted into metabolic equivalent tasks (METs) as previously described.22 A selfadministered health status questionnaire queried a series of physician-identified comorbid
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conditions (including prediabetes and diabetes-requiring or not requiring insulin) and
medications including insulin and oral hypoglycemics (―blood sugar lowering pills‖).
HbA1C
HbA1C was measured in September 2009 using ion exchange high-performance
liquid chromatography [D-10 System, Bio-Rad® ; Laboratories, Hercules, California] on
archived samples of washed red blood cells collected at the baseline clinic visit.
Performance of the D-10 HbA1C methodology was assessed by inclusion of known
quality control samples as high (10.0%) and low (5.8%) HbA1C levels. The coefficient of
variation was 1.5% and 1.6%, respectively, for within-day runs and 1.9% and 1.9% for
between-day runs. Laboratory personnel performing these assays were blinded to study
outcomes.

Assessment of Study Outcomes
The primary outcome was overall survival defined as the time from study entry
(on average 2 years since diagnosis) to death from any cause. Throughout the study,
information about hospitalizations or new breast cancer events was obtained by
semiannual telephone interviews. Any reported event/death led to a medical record/death
certificate review by two independent study physicians. Breast cancer event-free survival
(disease-free survival) was defined as the time from date of enrollment to the
development of a new breast cancer event (i.e. locoregional or distant breast cancer or
new primary). Follow-up time was censored at the last documented staff contact date or
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at study completion (June 2006). Mortality data were updated through September 2009
using the Social Security Death Index (SSDI). To measure accuracy of SSDI matching,
sensitivity analyses were performed on censoring cut-points and supported the chosen
approach. Median follow-up time was 7.3 years for breast cancer event-free survival and
10.3 years for overall survival.
Statistical Analysis
Initial analyses included a simple plot of the proportion of study events by
HbA1C. Kaplan-Meier curves of overall survival and disease-free survival were
calculated for the three HbA1C categories (< 6.5%, 6.5-6.9%, >7.0%) with differences
assessed statistically by the log rank test. Univariate Cox proportional hazards models
examined effects on disease-free and overall survival for each of the following: HbA1C,
demographic variables (age, ethnicity, education level, marital status), tumor
characteristics (stage, grade, receptor status), breast cancer treatment history (years since
diagnosis, ever use anti-estrogen, radiation, chemotherapy, lumpectomy or mastectomy),
and other health measures (menopausal status (pre-, peri-, post-menopausal), BMI,
physical health and physical activity level). We also examined the interaction terms
between HbA1C and each of the covariates, none of which were statistically significant
(p>0.05). A backward elimination model omitted covariates that either had a p value
>0.05 or changed the HbA1C hazard ratio by less than 10 percent. The variables of
ethnicity, age, education, physical activity and physical health were retained based on a
priori assumption. The assumption of proportional hazards was checked for each model
using plots of time-dependent coefficients estimated from Schoenfeld residuals. To
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explore how self-reported diabetes factored into the association between HbA1C and
breast cancer events, the frequency of breast cancer events in each HbA1C category was
counted and stratified by self-report diabetes status and use of ―blood sugar lowering
medication‖. All tests were two-tailed and analyses were conducted in SAS version 9.2.
23

RESULTS
Variables Associated with HbA1C Level
HbA1C levels were measured on 97% (3003/3008) of the study cohort and ranged
from 4.2% to 13.9% (median=5.6%). Most women (93.8%) had an HbA1C level <6.5%,
3.1% had a level 6.5-6.9% and 3% had a level >7% (Table 2.1). Participants with HbA1C
levels > 6.5% were on average 3.5 years older (standard error 0.65, p <0.0001), less
likely to be college educated (p < 0.05) and more likely to be sedentary (p < 0.01) than
participants with HbA1C < 6.5%. White/non-Hispanic participants were less likely than
other participants to have A1C levels > 6.5% (p <0.0001). Other variables strongly
associated with greater A1C category were higher BMI, poor physical health and higher
stage breast cancer (all p < 0.0001).

Additional Breast Cancer Events and All-cause Mortality
As of June 2006, 503 participants had a breast cancer event over the median 7.3
years of follow-up (Table 2.2). The majority of events were distant recurrences (n=344,
68%), followed by locoregional recurrences (n=81, 16%) and new breast primaries
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(n=78, 16%). As of September 2009, 414 deaths were recorded over a median follow-up
of 10.3 years. The majority of deaths were due to breast cancer (n=331, 80%), followed
by other cancer (n=41, 10%), other causes (n=22, 5%) and heart disease (n=11, 3%).
Unadjusted Analyses
Figure 1 shows the proportion of all-cause mortality for seven categories of
HbA1C and displays a marked increase in events for those with HbA1C >7.0% with 35%
mortality for women with HbA1C over 8.0% dying within the follow-up period. The
unadjusted hazard ratio for continuous HbA1C (per 1-unit increase) and overall survival
was 1.29 (95% CI, 1.16 to 1.43). The Kaplan-Meier curve for overall survival displays a
statistically significant association among the three HbA1C categories (Figure 2.1).
Compared to women with HbA1C <6.5%, those with HbA1C 6.5 to 6.9% were 60%
(HR=1.6, 95% CI, 1.00 to 2.57) and those with HbA1C > 7.0% were three times
(HR=3.01, 95% CI, 2.05 to 4.43) more likely to die during follow-up.
The unadjusted hazard ratio for continuous HbA1C (per 1-unit increase) and
disease-free survival was 1.00 (95% CI, 0.86 to 1.14). The Kaplan-Meier curve for
breast cancer disease-free survival (Figure 2.1) indicates that participants with an HbA1C
>7.0% had a non-significantly higher event rate (40%) compared to those with HbA1C
<6.5% (HR=1.40, 95% CI, 0.88 to 2.21). The increase in risk across HbA1C categories
reached borderline statistical significance (p=0.11).
Adjusted Analyses
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After constructing a multivariate Cox model using backward elimination, the key
covariates of stage and grade were retained in overall survival model. The additional
covariates of age, ethnicity, education, physical activity, physical health, and BMI were
included based on a priori assumptions. After adjustment for stage, grade, age, ethnicity,
education, physical activity, and physical health, the hazard ratio for continuous HbA1C
(per 1-unit increase) and overall survival was 1.20 (95% CI, 1.07 to 1.34). In the fully
adjusted model the risk of death for those with HbA1C 6.5 to 6.9% was no longer
statistically significant, however, HbA1C >7% was associated with a 2.4-fold increase in
risk (HR=2.35, 95% CI, 1.56 to 3.54) (Table 2.3). In models adjusting for the same
covariates, neither continuous nor categorical HbA1C was significantly associated with
risk of breast cancer recurrence (Table 2.3).
HbA1C vs Self-Reported Diabetes in Relation to Breast Cancer Events
To investigate how undiagnosed diabetes factored into the association between
HbA1C and breast cancer events, the distribution of breast cancer events by HbA1C
category was stratified by self-report diabetes status. Of the 3% of participants with A1C
>7.0%, less than half (37/91) reported that they had diabetes on the baseline self-report
questionnaire, and only 10% (9/94)of the 3% with HbA1C 6.5 to 6.9% reported diabetes
(Table 2.4). The majority of women (76.8%) who reported diabetes also indicated the
use of blood sugar lowering medication, and notably, these women had a twofold higher
rate of additional breast cancer events than women who did not report diabetes (32.6% vs
15.6%, p<0.01). Of the 13 women who reported diabetes and no use of blood sugar
lowering medication, 2 experienced breast cancer events and both had an HbA1C >7.0%,
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this computes to an incidence of 15.4%, nearly identical to the incidence of 15.6% found
in women who did not report diabetes.
DISCUSSION
Compared to women with HbA1C <6.5%, those with HbA1C >7.0% had a
statistically significant 2.4 times greater risk of all-cause mortality during the median
10.3 years of follow up. This association of higher HbA1C with worse overall survival
was independent of age, race, BMI, cancer stage and grade, physical health and physical
activity, and is similar in magnitude to previous WHEL Study findings using selfreported diabetes as the measure of exposure.12 However, those with HbA1C >7.0% had
a 26% higher rate of additional breast cancer events compared to those with HbA1C <
6.5% rather than the significant doubling of risk identified with self-reported diabetes. 12
While a 26% increase in risk is clinically meaningful, this study did not have the power
to detect an adjusted hazard ratio of 1.26 as statistically significant.
Despite the growing body of evidence that diabetes predicts a poor prognosis
following a diagnosis of breast cancer, two important questions remain to be answered: is
there a threshold of glycemic status at which the risk for poor prognosis significantly
increases; and is the increased mortality risk among breast cancer survivors with diabetes
driven by an increase in cancer recurrence or due to competing diabetes-related
comorbidities such as cardiovascular disease? Findings in the present study suggest that
HbA1C may be associated with breast cancer prognosis in a nonlinear fashion, that is, a
threshold effect may exist in the diabetic range of HbA1C levels >7.0%, and in
individuals considered at very high risk for diabetes (those who are obese and have a high
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HbA1C in addition to at least one other risk factor for diabetes). Eighty percent of the
deaths in this study cohort were due to breast cancer, and because of the much smaller
number of non-breast cancer deaths, power was lacking to formally evaluate if noncancer related deaths accounted for the statistically significant difference in overall
survival time among the three HbA1C levels.
In this large study of breast cancer survivors, measured HbA1C more than
doubled the number of women with diabetes compared to self-report identification,
however inclusion of these undiagnosed diabetes cases attenuated the previously
identified diabetes association with additional breast cancer events.12 Diagnosis of type 2
diabetes is most likely to occur in women experiencing symptoms. Therefore it is likely
that women with self-reported diabetes had longer disease duration and a history of worse
glycemic control than those identified by HbA1C assays. Thus, our results could reflect
the effect of severity and duration of diabetes on the risk of additional breast cancer
events. Supporting this hypothesis, women who reported taking blood sugar lowering
medications for their diabetes (presumably reflective of more advanced disease) carried
the highest risk of additional breast cancer events and mortality.
Diabetes may directly influence breast cancer progression and outcomes via
several mechanisms including pathways mediated by high levels of insulin and insulinlike growth factors (IGF), sex hormones and inflammatory markers. Both inflammation
and obesity have biological effects that could promote cancer, and the hyperinsulinemia
that is associated with these conditions may itself augment cell proliferation and
survival.24-26 Clinical studies support this thesis. For example, Goodwin et al reported that
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non-diabetic women whose fasting insulin levels were in the highest compared to lowest
quartile were at a three-fold increased risk of death following breast cancer independent
of BMI. 27 Other studies using markers of insulin resistance, such as elevated waist-to-hip
ratio28 and presence of metabolic syndrome,29 also found associations with a worse
prognosis after breast cancer.
A diagnosis of diabetes may have indirect adverse effects on breast cancer
outcomes by influencing medical decision-making regarding breast cancer screening and
management.30 Studies have documented reduced breast cancer screening rates among
diabetic women31 leading to later stage at diagnosis. Additionally, postmenopausal breast
cancer patients with diabetes frequently have one or more preexisting comorbid
conditions at diagnosis (eg, heart disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
hypertension, and arthritis) 32, often leading clinicians to follow less aggressive cancer
treatments33-37 associated with lower survival rates.2 Although we identified women with
diabetes as more likely to have a later stage cancer at diagnosis and thus controlled for it
in multivariate models, we found no statistically significant differences in chemotherapy
treatment or anti-estrogen use.
Two other studies in addition to the earlier WHEL report12 found that the
presence of comorbidities negatively affected breast cancer survival,1,38 with diagnosed
diabetes exerting a negative effect on survival independent of disease stage at cancer
diagnosis.1,38 Examining diabetes specifically, Lipscombe et al. conducted a populationbased study evaluating the effect of diagnosed diabetes on breast cancer survival after
adjusting for comorbidity9. That study found that diabetes was associated with a nearly
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40% increase in 5-year all-cause mortality, similar to that seen in diabetic women without
breast cancer, suggesting that breast cancer survival is reduced in women with diabetes
due to diabetes-related causes rather than direct effects of diabetes on cancer outcomes.
In contrast, a study by Fleming et al. did not find diabetes to be a significant risk factor
for increased mortality in breast cancer patients. However, that study only examined 1year mortality39.
Diabetes is part of a cluster of problems and the present study was unable to
differentiate whether the effects observed were specific to HbA1C levels. Insulin
dependence and diet restrictions were exclusion criteria for The WHEL Study so our
findings cannot be generalized to these sub-populations. Another sub-group with limited
representation was women taking oral hypoglycemic medications; at baseline, the study
had 43 such participants. Given the long natural history of recurrence in estrogen receptor
positive breast cancer, it would be important to examine the role of HbA1C predicting
late breast cancer events. At the completion of the main study in 2006, many participants
did not re-consent for active follow-up. Thus, we limited reporting of additional breast
cancer events to the average 7.3 years of the main study. However, we continued with
passive follow-up for survival using the Social Security Death Index, thus strengthening
the study with an additional 3 years of follow-up for this outcome.
Additional strengths of this study include the reliable, accurate measurement of
long term glycemia with HbA1C assays, high rate of participant response, minimal
missing blood samples, detailed, verified patient data on tumor and treatment
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characteristics extracted directly from medical records, and cancer events confirmed by
two independent oncologists.
In summary, we found that chronic hyperglycemia, as indicated by elevated
HbA1C levels, is independently associated with a statistically significant higher risk of
all-cause mortality in breast cancer survivors. We also show evidence that a large
percentage of breast cancer survivors who have diabetes do not know or do not report
having diabetes. Of the women with HbA1C levels >7.0%, 60% did not report having
diabetes and even more striking, 90% of the women with A1C levels between 6.5% and
7.0% did not report having diabetes or prediabetes.
Diabetes, hyperglycemia, hyperinsulinemia and associated metabolic disorders
can be controlled and may present an opportunity for improving prognosis in early stage
breast cancer survivors. These data suggest that clinicians should consider measuring
HbA1C in breast cancer patients with symptoms of hyperglycemia or those at high risk
for diabetes. These findings are hypothesis generating and this association requires
replication before HbA1C is routinely introduced into clinical practice. Nonetheless,
randomized trials of interventions that target glycemic control in relation to both diseasefree and overall survival endpoints may be warranted in this population.
Chapter 2, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in the Journal of
Clinical Oncology 2010. Kirsten Erickson, Ruth E. Patterson, Shirley W. Flatt, Loki
Natarajan, Barbara A. Parker, Dennis D. Heath, Gail A. Laughlin, Nazmus Saquib,
Cheryl L. Rock, John P. Pierce. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and
author of this material.
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Table 2.1 Participant characteristics by baseline A1C in a cohort of US breast cancer
survivors (n = 3003)
A1C

p-value

< 6.5%

6.5- 6.9%

> 7.0%

n=2818

n=94

n=91

Demographics
Age (years)
Ethnicity/race
White, Non-Hispanic
Nonwhite
College educated
Married

50.6 ( 8.79) 54.1 (8.64)* 53.7 (8.23)* < .0001
<.0001
2436 (86.4%)
382 (13.6%)
1545 (54.8%)
1989 (71.1%)

72 (76.6%)
22 (23.4%)
44 (46.8%)
57 (62.0%)

61 (67.0%)
30 (33.0%)
40 (44.4%)
59 (65.6%)

1109 (39.4%)
1579 (56.0%)
130 (4.6%)

33 (35.1%)
51 (54.3%)
10 (10.6%)

25 (27.8%)
55 (61.1%)
10 (11.1%)

1127 (40.0%)
1018 (36.1%)
231 (8.2%)

39 (41.5%)
31 (33.0%)
9 (9.6%)

39 (43.3%)
29 (32.2%)
7 (7.8%)

0.017
0.095

Breast cancer characteristics
Cancer stage at diagnosis
Stage I
Stage II
Stage IIIA
Grade
1
2
3
Tumor receptor status
ER+/PR+
ER+/PRER-/PR+
ER-/PRTreatment
Radiation
Chemotherapy
Lumpectomy
Mastectomy
Ever use anti-estrogen
Years since diagnosis
Other health measures

< 0.001

0.978

0.336
1733 62.9%)
338 (12.3%)
119 (4.3%)
565 (20.5%)

62 (66.7%)
8 (8.6%)
1 (1.1%)
22 (23.7%)

56 (62.9%)
10 (11.2%)
7 (7.9%)
16 (18.0%)

1729 (61.4%)
1963 (69.7%)
1354 (48.0%)
1463 (51.9%)
1909 (63.7%)
2.0 (1.04)

51 (54.3%)
65 (69.2%)
36 (38.3%)
58 (61.7%)
71 (75.5%)
2.0 (1.04)

68 (75.6%)
63 (70.0%)
51 (56.7%)
39 (43.3%)
67 (74.4%)
2.0 (0.97)

0.008
0.991
0.044
0.044
0.128
0.901
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Table 2.1 continued
p-value

A1C

Body mass index (kg/m2)
Obese (> 30 kg/m2)
Poor physical health
Sedentary (< 150 METmin/wk)

< 6.5%
n=2818
26.9 (5.70)
681 (24.2%)
1169 (41.5%)

6.5- 6.9%
> 7.0%
n=94
n=91
32.1 (7.51)* 34.2 (8.58) *†
52 (55.3%)
63 (70.0%)
51 (54.3%)
56 (62.2%)

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001

545 (19.3%)

30 (31.9%)

0.001

Menopausal status
Pre
328 (11.7%)
3 (3.2%)
Post
2230 (79.3%)
85 (90.4%)
Peri
256 (9.1%)
6 (6.4%)
*
p < .05 for comparison with A1C < 6.5% category
†
p < .05 for comparison with A1C 6.5-6.9% category

26 (28.6%)

0.026
5 (5.6%)
77 (85.6%)
8 (8.9%)
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Table 2.2 Association of baseline A1C and outcomes in a cohort of US breast cancer
survivors followed for a median of 7.3 years for breast cancer events and median of 10.3
years for all-cause mortality (n = 3003)
A1C
< 6.5%

6.5- 6.9%

> 7.0%

n = 2818

n = 94

n = 91

466 (16.5%)

18 (19.1%)

19 (20.9%)

New Primary

73 (2.6%)

3 (3.2%)

2 (2.2%)

Loco-regional

75 (2.7%)

3 (3.2%)

3 (3.3%)

318 (11.3%)

12 (12.8%)

14 (15.6%)

368 (13.1%)

18 (19.1%)

28 (30.8%)**

Breast cancer

307 (10.9%)

11 (11.7%)

13 (14.4%)

Other cancer

34 (1.2%)

3 (3.2%)

4 (4.4%)

Heart disease

5 (0.2%)

2 (2.1%)†

4 (4.4%)*

Other

15 (0.5%)

2 (2.1%)

5 (5.5%)*

Unknown

7 (0.2%)

0 (0.0%)

2 (2.2%)

Breast cancer events (n=503)

Distant

All-cause mortality (n=414)

**

Chi-square p < 0.0001 comparison with A1C < 6.5% category
Fisher‘s exact p < 0.001 comparison with A1C < 6.5% category
†
Fisher‘s exact p < 0.05 comparison with A1C < 6.5% category
*
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Table 2.3 Multivariate hazard ratios of overall survival and disease-free survival
according to baseline A1C in a cohort of US breast cancer survivors with a median 10.3
years of survival follow up and a median of 7.3 years follow-up for additional breast
cancer events (n=3003)

A1C

Death Events/

Multivariate Model

Cell Total

Overall Survival

Breast
Cancer
Events/

Multivariate Model
Disease-Free Survival

Cell Total

HR

p

HR
p

(95% CI)
< 6.5%
368/2818
6.5- 6.9%

1.00†

(95% CI)
_____

466/2818

1.33
18/94

1.11
0.25

1.26
0.0001

(1.56, 3.54)

0.67

(0.69, 1.80)

2.35
28/91

_____

18/94

(0.82, 2.16)
> 7.0%

1.00†

19/91

0.34
(0.78, 2.02)

* Adjusted for stage, grade, age, ethnicity, education, physical activity, physical health
† Reference category
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Table 2.4 Breast cancer events (n/Cell Total) and A1C stratified by self-reported type 2
diabetes mellitus (diabetes) in a cohort of US breast cancer survivors (n=3088)
A1C
< 6.5%
Self-report

(n=2818)

6.56.9%

> 7.0%
(n=91)

(n=94)

No diabetes

Diabetes, no
medication

Diabetes, medication

Missing*

Missing
A1C

Total
Events

(n=85)

353/2287

14/71

7/47

17/76

391/2481

(15.4%)

(19.7%)

(14.9%)

(18.4%)

(15.6%)

0/5

0/2

2/6

0/0

2/13

(0%)

(0%)

(33.3%)

(0%)

(15.3%)

2/4

2/7

10/31

0/1

14/43

(50%)

(28.6%)

(32.2%)

(0%)

(32.6%)†

109/522

2/14

0/7

1/8

112/551

(21%)

(14%)

(0%)

(12.5%)

(20.3%)†

*Includes 5 women who completed the baseline health status questionnaire but did not
complete question on diabetes
†

Chi-square p < 0.01 for comparison with self-report stratum of ―No diabetes‖
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Figure 2.1 All-cause mortality events and baseline A1C in a cohort of U.S.
breast cancer survivors with median 10.3 years of survival follow-up (n = 3003)

Probability of Survival
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Hazard Ratios
A1C < 6.5%
A1C 6.5-6.9%
A1C > 7.0%

1.0
1.60 (1.00, 2.57)
3.01 (2.05, 4.43)

P for trend < 0.0001

Years of Follow-up

Figure 2.2 Kaplan-Meier estimates of overall survival with median of 10.3 years survival
follow-up according to baseline A1C in a cohort of US breast cancer survivors (n = 3003)
Hazard ratio, 95% confidence intervals and p for trend are taken from Cox model.

Probability of Survival
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Hazard Ratios
A1C < 6.5%
A1C 6.5-6.9%
A1C > 7.0%

1.0
1.20 (0.75, 1.92)
1.40 (0.88, 2.21)

P for trend= 0.11

Years of Follow-up

Figure 2.3 Kaplan-Meier estimates of breast cancer event-free survival with median of
7.3 years follow-up according to baseline A1C in a cohort of US breast cancer survivors
(n = 3003)
Hazard ratio, 95% confidence intervals and p for trend are taken from Cox model.

CHAPTER 3
Obesity, Weight Change, and Diabetes Risk in Breast Cancer Survivors
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ABSTRACT
Purpose Diabetes may be an independent risk factor for breast cancer recurrence and is
a known risk factor for untimely mortality. Weight gain during and post-cancer treatment
is common among patients. Our study investigates the effect of post-diagnosis weight
change on diabetes risk.
Methods 1617 breast cancer survivors at low risk for diabetes (HbA1C<6.0%),
identified from The Women‘s Healthy Eating & Living Study, reported pre-cancer
weight and were weighed at 5 time points. Post-diagnosis weight change was
categorized: stable (+ 5%), moderate gain (>5% to <10%), major gain (> 10%), and lost
> 5% of weight with subsequent regain. Logistic regression evaluated association of precancer BMI and post-diagnosis weight change with incident diabetes, defined by selfreport or HbA1C > 6.5%.
Results 54 (3.3%) women became diabetic over 6 years. Chemotherapy predicted
weight gain. Women in the major loss-regain weight category had higher mean precancer BMI than women with stable weight (p<0.05) and experienced mean weight
decrease from pre-cancer to study entry of 16.6 (11.4) lbs, an amount fully regained by
year 6. Adjusting for chemotherapy, pre-cancer BMI and other covariates, major weight
gain and major loss-regain weight were positively associated with incident diabetes with
risk estimates 2.1 (95% CI, 1.1 to 4.5) and 2.3 (95% CI, 1.1 to 4.9) compared to stable
weight.
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Conclusions Major weight gain following breast cancer diagnosis doubles the risk of
becoming diabetic. Women who majorly lose and regain weight have a similar increased
diabetes risk and tend to be significantly overweight or obese pre-cancer.
INTRODUCTION
The rising obesity epidemic in Americans is putting women, including breast
cancer survivors, at significant increased risk of diabetes. Recently, the American
Diabetes Association (ADA) and the American Cancer Society (ACS) issued a consensus
report calling attention to the association between diabetes and cancer, noting the
entanglement of lifestyle risk factors, common biological links and potential mediating
solutions between the two diseases.1 Among breast cancer patients, diabetes is associated
with decreased overall survival2-12 and emerging evidence shows a possible association
with increased risk of recurrence or new primary.3,6,12-13
Unfortunately, many women report gaining weight as a result of their breast
cancer diagnosis and treatment14-24 and only a small percentage return to their pre-cancer
weight.25 Studies show that the amount of weight gained after diagnosis of breast cancer
is larger than would be expected in the general population and occurs at an accelerated
rate compared to age-matched healthy women.20,24,26,27 Weight gain in breast cancer
patients may increase their risk for developing diabetes, which may also increase their
risk for poor cancer outcomes as well as cardiovascular disease.
The objective of this secondary analysis was to investigate the independent effects
of pre-cancer body mass index (BMI) and post-diagnosis weight change on the risk of
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incident diabetes in a large, prospective cohort of breast cancer survivors participating in
the Women‘s Healthy Eating & Living (WHEL) Study.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Participants
Between 1995 and 2000, the WHEL Study enrolled 3,088 women within 4 years
of diagnosis of early-stage breast cancer (American Joint Committee on Cancer, 4th
edition: stage I [>1 cm], II, or IIIA). Details of the study have been reported previously.
28-29 Eighty five percent (n= 2,621) of participants were alive and did not experience a
breast cancer event by the year 6 study visit and were thus potentially eligible for this
analysis. Of these women, 686 (26%) were excluded because they did not provide blood
samples at the year 6 clinic visit. For this secondary analysis, additional exclusions were
applied: (1) missing self-report data on pre-cancer weight (n=20), (2) no HbA1C measure
at the baseline visit due to lack of blood sample (n=24), (3) baseline HbA1C > 6.0%
(n=254), and (3) self-reported type 2 diabetes (non-insulin dependent) at baseline (n=20).
The resulting sample size was 1617. Internal review boards at each site approved the
study and all participants provided written informed consent before enrolling.
Measurement of covariates
Cancer characteristics and treatment such as tumor stage (I, II or III), tumor
hormone receptor status, chemotherapy (yes, no), and tamoxifen use (yes, no), were
obtained from medical records and verified by an oncologist. Standard questionnaires
administered at baseline ascertained demographic characteristics, lifestyle, medical and
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weight history variables. For this analysis, ethnicity was dichotomized into white/nonHispanic and other (Hispanic/Latina, African-American, Asian, Pacific Islander,
mixed/other). Other demographic variables used included: education (college-graduate,
non-graduate), age at cancer diagnosis dichotomized (<60 and > 60 years old), smoking
(ever, never). Menstrual status at cancer diagnosis (pre-menopausal vs. post-menopausal)
was defined by comparing age at cancer diagnosis to self-reported age at menopause.
The frequency, duration, and intensity of physical activity at the baseline visit were
assessed using nine items from the Women‘s Health Initiative Personal Habits
Questionnaire, which were validated in a subsample of WHEL participants30 and
converted into metabolic equivalent tasks (METs) as previously described. 31
BMI was calculated as weight (kg)/height (m2) and obesity status defined as
normal weight (<25 kg/m2), overweight (25–29.9 kg/m2), or obese (> 30 kg/m2). Height
was clinically measured at study entry and used to calculate pre-cancer BMI. Postdiagnosis weight change was calculated by subtracting the pre-cancer diagnosis weight
from the first post-cancer weight measured at the WHEL baseline visit and dividing the
difference by pre-cancer weight and multiplying by 100. Percentage of post-diagnosis
weight change was separated into four categories: stable weight (+ 5%), moderate weight
gain (>5% to <10%) major weight gain (> 10%) and lost > 5% of weight with subsequent
regain (hereafter referred to as ‗major loss-regain‘ category). These categories of percent
weight change were chosen because they are commonly used as weight management
goals for reducing the risk of obesity, heart disease, diabetes and cancer. 32-34
Measurement of incident diabetes
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The primary outcome was incident diabetes defined by self-report at any of the
clinic follow-up visits (years 1, 2 or 3, 4, 6) or by year 6 HbA1C level > 6.5%.35 A selfadministered health status questionnaire at each study visit was used to obtain
information regarding physician-identified comorbid conditions including diabetes.
Baseline and follow-up (year 6) HbA1C was measured in September 2009 using ion
exchange high-performance liquid chromatography [D-10 System, Bio-Rad® ;
Laboratories, Hercules, California] on archived samples of washed red blood cells.
Performance of the D-10 HbA1C methodology was assessed by inclusion of known
quality control samples with high (10.0%) and low (5.8%) HbA1C levels; the coefficients
of variation were 1.5% and 1.6%, respectively, for within-day runs and 1.9% and 1.9%,
respectively, for between-day runs.
Statistical Analysis
To show how weight changed over the follow-up period, a plot with mean values
and standard errors was constructed for each category of post-diagnosis weight change.
Descriptive statistics were computed for covariates across the categories of postdiagnosis weight change using F-tests for continuous covariates and chi-square tests for
the categorical covariates. Descriptive statistics for baseline demographic and health
information were computed and compared by incident diabetes status. Differences
between women without and with incident diabetes were computed and tested for
significance by means of F-tests derived from generalized linear models. Bivariate
comparisons of categorical variables were performed using chi-square tests derived from
logistic regression models.
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To address potential confounding in the relationship between post-diagnosis
weight change and incident diabetes, a covariate was included in the final multivariate
model of diabetes risk if it: (1) was associated with post-diagnosis weight change (p <
0.05) and (2) modified the magnitude of association between post-diagnosis weight
change and incident diabetes by >10%. Covariates that met these criteria were: age at
cancer diagnosis, physical activity level at study entry, menopausal status, and
chemotherapy history. Several variables were included in the multivariate model based
on apriori selection. Specifically, race/ethnicity was included based on research showing
diabetes risk varies by race/ethnicity.36 Cancer stage was included because the association
between cancer and diabetes is of central interest to this study and few studies have
included cancer stage as a predictor variable for diabetes risk. The time from cancer
diagnosis to study entry was included because this was the time frame in which the
weight change variable measured and therefore would be an important factor to account
for given that weight change was the exposure of interest.
Primary outcome comparisons of incident diabetes by post-diagnosis weight
change, pre-cancer BMI and other covariates were analyzed and presented as odds ratios
and 95% confidence intervals derived from a multivariate logistic regression model.
Significance was analyzed using Wald chi-square tests. A linear test for trend was
estimated by modeling the categorical variables of pre-cancer BMI and post-diagnosis
weight change on an ordinal scale and assessed for statistical significance (p<0.05). To
assess whether post-diagnosis weight change had a differential effect on diabetes risk by
pre-cancer BMI category, an interaction term of pre-cancer BMI and post-diagnosis
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weight change was tested using exact logistic regression but was not statistically
significant and thus not included in the multivariate model.
All statistical tests were two-tailed and analyses were conducted in SAS version
9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
RESULTS
Mean weight measures at one year pre-cancer and at WHEL study entry through
the 6 years of follow up are presented for each category of post-diagnosis weight change
(Figure 1). Stable weight represented the largest percentage (44%) of post-diagnosis
weight change, followed by the categories of major weight gain (24%), moderate weight
gain (19%) and major loss-regain weight (14%). Prior to cancer diagnosis, women in the
stable category were borderline overweight (BMI = 25.3 + 5.1 kg/m2) while women in
the weight gain categories had a mean pre-cancer BMI in the normal range (24.9 + 4.3
kg/m2 and 24.5 + 4.0 kg/m2 for moderate and major weight gain groups, respectively).
Women in the major loss-regain weight category were significantly overweight precancer (BMI= 27.0 + 5.4 kg/m2). In the categories of moderate and major weight gain,
the mean (SD) increases in pounds from one year pre-diagnosis to WHEL Study entry
were 10.7 (3.1) and 25.2 (11.4), respectively. In the major loss-regain weight category,
the mean decrease in pounds from one year pre-diagnosis to study entry was 16.6 (11.4),
an amount that was subsequently regained in full by the year 6 follow-up visit.
Table 1 presents bivariate associations between selected covariates and each
category of post-diagnosis weight change (stable weight = reference level). Compared to
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women in the stable weight category, women in the moderate weight gain category had a
higher mean BMI at study entry, were less likely to have a college education, more likely
to have received treatment with chemotherapy and reported statistically significantly
lower levels of physical activity at study entry (p < 0.05). Women in the major weight
gain category exhibited the greatest number of statistically significant differences in
covariates relative to women in the stable weight category, including: younger mean age
at cancer diagnosis, more time from cancer diagnosis to study entry, higher mean BMI at
study entry, less likely to have a college education, less likely to be post-menopausal at
cancer diagnosis, more likely to have received chemotherapy and less likely to have
received tamoxifen (p<0.05). Women in the major loss-regain weight category had a
statistically significantly higher mean pre-cancer BMI and a shorter time from cancer
diagnosis to study entry compared to women in the stable weight category (p < 0.05).
In this cohort of 1617 breast cancer survivors, 54 (3.3%) women became diabetic
over 6 years of follow-up with 19 (35.2%) self-reporting diabetes and the remaining
identified by (year 6) HbA1C level > 6.5% (Table 2). Diabetes incidence was not
associated with race/ethnicity, marital status, age at cancer diagnosis, menopausal status
at cancer diagnosis, cancer stage at diagnosis or chemotherapy history (p>0.05).
Although mean study entry HbA1C levels were in the normal range for both groups of
women, those with incident diabetes had a statistically significantly higher mean HbA1C
level at study entry compared to women who did not develop diabetes with values of
5.76% and 5.47%, respectively (p<0.0001).
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Odds ratios and corresponding confidence limits derived from the multivariate
model of diabetes risk are presented in Table 3. Adjusting for pre-cancer BMI and other
covariates, the post-diagnosis weight change categories of major weight gain and of
major loss-regain weight were positively associated with incident diabetes with risk
estimates of 2.1 (95% CI, 1.1 to 4.5) and 2.3 (95% CI, 1.1 to 4.9), respectively, compared
to the stable weight category. The test statistic for a linear trend of diabetes risk across
the categories of post-diagnosis weight change was statistically significant (p = 0.03).
Relative to normal pre-cancer weight, pre-cancer adiposity was the strongest predictor of
incident diabetes with an adjusted odds ratio of 2.2 (1.1 to 4.6) for overweight and 5.6
(2.8 to 11.4) for obesity (test for linear trend, p < 0.0001).
DISCUSSION
In this study, women who experienced major weight gain after breast cancer
diagnosis or major weight loss with subsequent regain were at twofold greater risk of
becoming diabetic than women who maintained their pre-cancer weight. We found that
chemotherapy and pre-menopausal status predicted major weight gain which is consistent
with other studies on post-diagnosis weight change in breast cancer patients. 37-44
Research also shows that the pattern of weight gain typical of breast cancer patients
receiving chemotherapy occurs with no associated gains or perhaps even losses in lean
tissue. This pattern of weight gain can lead to a body composition phenotype known as
sarcopenic obesity which has been associated with insulin resistance and glycemic
abnormalities in the general population45 as well as shorter overall survival time in cancer
patients. 46-47 Three separate studies have now reported that weight loss after a breast
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cancer diagnosis is associated with increased mortality. 14, 48-49 However, in each study,
those who were obese at diagnosis (BMI ≥30 kg/m2) were the most likely to be in the
large weight loss group. None of these reports included information on whether the
observed weight loss was maintained. In this report, we were able to utilize multiple postdiagnosis weight measures to address this issue. Specifically, our study data indicate that
women who lost significant weight in the early years following their diagnosis were
overweight or obese before diagnosis and regained the weight in the additional years of
follow-up. Both high initial weight and weight gain are negative prognostic factors for
diabetes development and other competing comorbidities that threaten overall survival
time. Our findings corroborate studies that have shown the process of recovering large
amounts of body weight is itself an independent risk factor for the development of
diabetes, especially when the patient is overweight or obese before the weight loss and
regain occurs.50
To our knowledge this was the first study to measure diabetes risk in a large
cohort of breast cancer survivors, using HbA1C in addition to self-report to identify
incident diabetes. Diabetes incidence was quite low (3.3%) which may be attributed to
several factors: (1) self-selection bias given that our sample was comprised of a
subcohort of women participating in a healthy dietary intervention study, (2) high
proportion of white women represented in the study, (3) exclusion of women at high risk
of diabetes (baseline HbA1C > 6.0%), and (4) exclusion of women who died or
experienced a breast cancer event before year 6 of WHEL Study follow-up.
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Strengths of our study include clinically measured weight over six years of
follow-up, verified patient data on tumor and treatment characteristics, and a high rate of
participant response. However, our study was subject to certain limitations. For instance,
chemotherapy regimens and estrogen modulating agents have improved since the 1990s
when the majority of women in our study were diagnosed and completed initial
treatments. These factors could have an impact on post-diagnosis weight change. Also,
although study entry and follow-up visit weights were measured in the clinic, data on precancer weight was self-reported. However, it is unlikely that self-reported pre-cancer
weight influenced the effect of post-diagnosis weight change on diabetes risk as research
supports self-reported weight to be a reliable measure of actual weight. 51 In this study
subsample, correlation was high between self-reported study entry weight and clinically
measured study entry weight (Pearson coefficient = 0.98).
In summary, diabetes is known to be associated with an increased risk of breast
cancer incidence, recurrence and mortality. Our study provides new insight into the
relationship between pre-cancer weight, post-diagnosis weight change, and diabetes risk.
Although further research is needed to validate the adverse effects of major weight lossregain on diabetes risk in breast cancer survivors, these data suggest that oncologists
monitor patients for weight gain during and after cancer treatment to guard against
diabetes development which may, in turn, improve long term prognosis.
Chapter 3 is currently being prepared for the submission for the publication of the
material. Kirsten Erickson, Ruth E. Patterson, Loki Natarajan, John P. Pierce. The
dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this material.
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Figure 3.2 Mean weight measures (and standard errors) at one year pre-cancer and at
WHEL study entry through 6 years of follow up, stratified by category of post-diagnosis
weight change a (N = 1,617)
a

Post-diagnosis weight change was calculated by subtracting the pre-cancer diagnosis
weight from the study entry weight and dividing the difference by pre-cancer diagnosis
weight and multiplying by 100. Four categories of the post-diagnosis weight change
variable defined by percentage cut points: stable weight (+ 5%), moderate weight gain
(>5% to <10%) major weight gain (> 10%) and lost > 5% weight.
b

The regain of weight occurred over the 6 year follow-up period but only 2 time points
(pre-cancer diagnosis, study entry) used to define the post-diagnosis weight change
variable.
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Table 3.1 Characteristics of women with a history of early-stage breast cancer in the
WHEL Study by categories of post-diagnosis body weight change (n=1617)
Post-Diagnosis Weight Change a
Stable
N=708

Moderate
Gain
N=309

Continuous Parameters

Major Gain
N=380

Major lossregain b
N = 220

Mean (SD)

Age at diagnosis (yrs)
Diagnosis to study entry
(yrs)
2

Pre-cancer BMI (kg/m )
2

BMI at study entry (kg/m )
Physical activity at study
entry
(MET-min/week)
A1C level, study entry (%)

51.0 (9.2)

51.6 (8.6)

49.7 (7.5)*

52.0 (8.6)

1.9 (1.1)

2.1 (1.0)

2.3 (1.0)*

1.7 (1.0)*

25.3 (5.1)

24.9 (4.7)

24.5 (4.0)*

27.1 (5.3)*

24.6 (4.9)

25.5 (4.3)*

29.3 (5.1)*

25.2 (5.1)

987 (885)

817 (837)*

830 (809)*

948 (917)

5.5 (0.3)

5.5 (0.3)

5.5 (0.3)

5.5 (0.3)

Categorical Parameters
White, non-Hispanic
White
African American
Hispanic
Asian American
Mixed/Other

621 (87.7)
14 (2.0)
28 (4.0)
32 (4.5)
13 (1.8)

274 (88.7)
8 (2.6)
13 (4.2)
9 (2.9)
5 (1.6)

331 (87.1)
13 (3.4)
18 (4.7)
7 (1.8)
11 (2.9)

220 (91.7)
6(2.5)
9 (3.8)
5 (2.1)
0 (0.0)

College graduate

436 (61.6)

165 (53.4)*

199 (52.4)*

145 (60.4)

Married

506 (71.7)

228 (74.3)

267 (71.0)

180 (75.0)

Postmenopausal at diagnosis
Cancer stage at diagnosis
I
II
III

635 (89.7)

275 (89.0)

312 (82.1)*

213 (88.8)

317 (44.8)
306 (43.2)
85 (12.0)

143 (46.3)
131 (42.4)
35 (11.3)

153 (40.3)
184 (48.4)
43 (11.3)

98 (40.8)
113 (47.1)
29 (12.1)

Received chemotherapy

439 (62.0)

220 (71.2)*

274 (72.3)*

155 (64.9)

Received tamoxifen
471 (66.6)
193 (62.5)
* p < 0.05, stable weight as the comparison level

224 (59.0)*

160 (66.7)

a

N (%)

Post-diagnosis weight change was calculated by subtracting the pre-cancer diagnosis
weight from the study entry weight and dividing the difference by pre-cancer diagnosis
weight and multiplying by 100. Four categories of the post-diagnosis weight change
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Table 3.1 continued
variable defined by percentage cut points: stable weight (+ 5%), moderate weight gain
(>5% to <10%) major weight gain (> 10%) and lost > 5% weight.
b

The regain of weight occurred over the 6 year follow-up period but only 2 time points
(pre-cancer diagnosis, study entry) used to define the post-diagnosis weight change
variable.
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Table 3.2 Characteristics of women with incident diabetes vs. without diabetes in a large
cohort of early stage breast cancer survivors, the WHEL Study (N = 1617)
No Diabetes
N = 1583

Incident Diabetes
N = 54

Mean (SD)

P*
51.8 (8.0)

0.50

2.0 (1.0)

0.86

Age at diagnosis (yrs)
Time diagnosis to study entry
(yrs)

51.0 (8.5)

Pre-cancer weight (lbs)

149.8 (30.3)

176.1 (44.7)

<0.0001

Weight at study entry (lbs)

156.0 (32.4)

182.2 (43.0)

<0.0001

Pre-cancer BMI (kg/m2)

25.1 (4.7)

29.8 (6.7)

<0.0001

BMI at study entry (kg/m2)
Physical activity at study entry
(MET-min/week) a

26.2 (5.1)

30.8 (6.2)

<0.0001

924(871)

608 (664)

0.01

HbA1C level at study entry (%)

5.47 (0.31)

5.76 (0.20)

<0.0001

2.0 (1.0)

P†

N (%)
Race/Ethnicity
White
African American
Hispanic
Asian American
Mixed/Other

0.22
1400 (88.4)
39 (2.5)
68 (4.3)
48 (3.0)
28 (1.8)

46 (85.2)
2 (3.7)
0
5 (9.3)
1 (1.9)

College education

922 (58.2)

23 (42.6) †

0.02

Married b

1143 (72.6)

38 (70.4)

0.72

Postmenopausal at diagnosis
Cancer stage at diagnosis
I
II
III
Received chemotherapy
Pre-cancer BMI (kg/m2)
<25
25-29.9
> 30

1386 (87.6)

49 (90.7)

0.49
0.89

689 (43.5)
708 (44.7)
186 (11.8)
1056 (66.8)

22 (40.7)
26 (48.2)
6 (11.1)
32 (59.3)

936 (59.1)
435 (27.5)
212 (13.4)

15 (27.8)
18 (33.3)
21 (38.9)

0.25
<0.0001
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Table 3.2 continued
No Diabetes
N = 1583

Incident Diabetes
N = 54
P†

N (%)
Post-diagnosis weight change c
Stable
Moderate gain
Major gain
Major loss-regain d

691 (43.7)
300 (19.0)
365 (23.1)
207 (13.1)

17 (31.5)
9 (16.7)
15 (27.8)
13(24.1)

0.08

* P-value derived from analysis of variance F-test
†
P-value derived from logistic regression chi-square test
a

Physical activity variable had skewed distribution. Median and (interquartile range)
values for women without and with diabetes were 705 (1110) and 435 (765), respectively
b

Numbers do not total 1617 due to missing data

c

Post-diagnosis weight change was calculated by subtracting the pre-cancer diagnosis
weight from the study entry weight and dividing the difference by pre-cancer diagnosis
weight and multiplying by 100. Four categories of the post-diagnosis weight change
variable defined by percentage cut points: stable weight (+ 5%), moderate weight gain
(>5% to <10%) major weight gain (> 10%) and lost > 5% weight.
d

The regain of weight occurred over the 6 year follow-up period but only 2 time points
(pre-cancer diagnosis, study entry) used to define the post-diagnosis weight change
variable.
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Table 3.3 Multivariate logistic regression model a of incident diabetes among 1,617
women with a history of early stage breast cancer, the WHEL Study
p
OR
95% CI
p
(trend)
Primary Exposure Variables
Pre-cancer BMI (kg/m2)
<25
25-29.9
> 30
Post-diagnosis weight change b
Stable
Moderate gain
Major gain
Major loss-regain c

<.0001
Ref
2.24
5.61

-1.10 to 4.56
2.77 to 11.37

-0.026
<.0001

Ref
1.25
2.12
2.29

-0.54 to 2.90
1.06 to 4.46
1.07 to 4.90

0.600
0.049
0.034

0.03

Covariates
Race/ethnicity
White
Ref
--Nonwhite
1.37
0.62 to 3.03
0.436
Age at cancer diagnosis (continuous)
1.00
0.96 to 1.04
0.955
Cancer stage
I
Ref
--II
1.35
0.70 to 2.61
0.365
II
1.23
0.44 to 3.44
0.691
Menopausal status at cancer diagnosis
Pre
Ref
--Post
1.38
0.52 to 3.65
0.522
Chemotherapy
No
Ref
--Yes
0.63
0.31 to 1.28
0.201
Years cancer diagnosis to study entry
(continuous)
1.04
0.78 to 1.37
0.803
Physical activity level, study entry
(continuous, per 100 MET-min/wk)
0.96
0.92 to 1.00
0.070
Ref = reference level
a
Analyses adjusted for all variables listed in the table.
b
Post-diagnosis weight change was calculated by subtracting the pre-cancer diagnosis
weight from the study entry weight and dividing the difference by pre-cancer diagnosis
weight and multiplying by 100. Four categories of the post-diagnosis weight change
variable defined by percentage cut points: stable weight (+ 5%), moderate weight gain
(>5% to <10%) major weight gain (> 10%) and lost > 5% weight.
c
The regain of weight occurred over the 6 year follow-up period but only 2 time points
(pre- cancer diagnosis, study entry) used to define the post-diagnosis weight change
variable.

CHAPTER 4

Long-term Worsening of Glycemic Control in Breast Cancer Survivors:
How Physical Inactivity, Weight Gain and Obesity Impact Risk
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ABSTRACT
Purpose A progressive relationship between hemoglobin A1C levels (HbA1C) and allcause mortality has been observed in women who have been diagnosed with breast
cancer. Physical inactivity is common among breast cancer patients and is known to be
associated with obesity and weight gain. Our study investigates the associations of
physical inactivity, weight gain and obesity with worsening glycemic control over sixyears of follow up in a large cohort of breast cancer survivors.
Methods 1864 breast cancer survivors identified from The Women‘s Healthy Eating &
Living Study were clinically weighed and self-reported physical activity (PA) levels at 5
time points. PA was averaged and dichotomized as >10 vs < 10 MET-hr/week. Weight
change, calculated as percent of total body weight change from baseline to year 6 ((year 6
weight – baseline weight)/baseline weight*100), was dichotomized as > 5% vs <5% gain.
Logistic regression (LR) was employed to evaluate independent and adjusted effects of
physical inactivity, weight gain and obesity with worsened glycemic control, defined by
> 0.5% increase in HbA1C level from baseline to year 6.
Results Of1864 women, 317 (17%) experienced worsening of glycemic control. Women
who were obese at baseline were 2.02 times more likely to have worsened glycemic
control by year 6 compared to women who were not obese at baseline (p < 0.0001).
Likewise, women who gained >5% body weight over 6 years were 1.97 times more likely
to have worsened glycemic control compared to women who gained < 5% (p < 0.0001).
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The association between PA level and worsened glycemic control was highly attenuated
after adjustment for obesity and weight gain (OR = 1.11; 95% CI: 0.86-1.44).
Conclusions Physical inactivity is associated with uncontrolled weight which worsens
glycemic control and increases risk of chronic disease among breast cancer survivors.
Interventions combining physical activity with weight loss goals are warranted,
particularly among the obese.
INTRODUCTION
Diabetes, a metabolic disorder characterized by hyperglycemia, is well
established as a risk factor for reduced survival and may be an independent risk for breast
cancer incidence and recurrence. Moreover, a progressive relationship between
hemoglobin A1C levels (HbA1C) and all-cause mortality has been observed in women
with a breast cancer history. Although not specific to breast cancer survivors, there is
considerable research on how the lifestyle factors of physical inactivity, obesity and
weight gain worsen glycemic control and increase diabetes risk.

1-3

Unfortunately, the

ability to maintain a consistent exercise regimen after breast cancer is often disrupted due
to fatigue and other symptoms experienced during and after treatment. 4-7 Studies
consistently show marked drops in physical activity levels after a breast cancer diagnosis.
8-11

For instance, in a prospective cohort of breast cancer patients participating in The

Health, Eating, Activity and Lifestyle (HEAL) Study, physical activity was reduced in
some women by more than 50% from pre-diagnosis to post-diagnosis levels depending
on type of treatment. 11 Moreover, the largest decreases were observed among the heavier
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patients implying a greater potential for weight gain among women who were already
overweight.
The Women‘s Healthy Eating and Living Study (WHEL) provides a unique
opportunity to investigate the associations of physical inactivity, weight gain and obesity
with long-term change in glycemic control in a large cohort of breast cancer survivors.
Specifically, this analysis evaluates the independent effects of physical inactivity (<10
MET-hr/wk), weight gain (> 5% ) and obesity (BMI > 30 kg/m2) on worsening of
glycemic control, as measured by a 0.5 unit increase in HbA1C level from baseline to
year 6 of study follow-up.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Between 1995 and 2000, the WHEL Study enrolled 3,088 women within 4 years
of diagnosis of early-stage breast cancer (American Joint Committee on Cancer, 4th
edition: stage I [>1 cm], II, or IIIA). Details of the study have been reported previously.
12,13 Eighty five percent (n= 2,621) of participants were alive and did not experience a
breast cancer event by the year 6 study visit and were thus potentially eligible for this
analysis. Of these women, 757 (29%) were excluded because they did not provide blood
samples at the baseline (n= 83) or year 6 clinic visit (n=674). The resulting sample size
was 1864. Internal review boards at each site approved the study and all participants
provided written informed consent before enrolling.

Data Collection
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Cancer characteristics and treatment information were obtained from medical
records and verified by an oncologist. Height and weight were clinically measured at the
baseline visit and used to calculate body mass index (BMI, kg/m2). Standard
questionnaires administered at baseline ascertained demographic characteristics ( age,
race/ethnicity, education level) and certain lifestyle factors (smoking status, alcohol
intake). The frequency, duration, and intensity of physical activity (PA) at the baseline
and follow-up visits (years 1, 2 or 3, 4, and 6) were assessed using nine items from the
Women‘s Health Initiative (WHI) Personal Habits Questionnaire and converted into
metabolic equivalent task (METs) minutes per week in accordance with Ainsworth‘s
compendium of physical activities as previously described.14 In short, the questionnaire
assessed frequency, duration, and speed of walking outside the home and frequency and
duration of participation in each of three intensity levels of exercise: mild, moderate, or
strenuous. Mild activity was assessed as 3 METs, moderate activity as 5 METs, and
vigorous activity as 8 METs. Walking, slow, average, fast, and very fast were assessed
as 2, 3, 4, and 6 METs, respectively. The PA measure was validated against an
accelerometer and the Physical Activity Recall (PAR) among a subset of WHEL Study
participants (n= 74) and found to have validity and sensitivity comparable to that of PAR.
15

Compared to the accelerometer, the WHI physical activity measure did not provide a

significantly different PA estimate (+6 min or 4%, p = .95).
At baseline and follow-up visits, participants were asked to complete a selfadministered questionnaire regarding whether they were currently being treated for a
wide variety of diseases and conditions, including diabetes and cardiovascular risk factors
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(hypertension and high blood cholesterol). These diseases/conditions were selected
based on prevalence in this population and their potential to predict outcomes in breast
cancer survivors. The questionnaire on comorbidities was added to the WHEL baseline
assessment protocol after recruitment had begun so data was available for 1530 (82.1%)
of the 1864 women included in this sample.
Baseline and year 6 HbA1C levels were measured in September 2009 using ion
exchange high-performance liquid chromatography [D-10 System, Bio-Rad® ;
Laboratories, Hercules, California] on archived samples of washed red blood cells.
Performance of the D-10 HbA1C methodology was assessed by inclusion of known
quality control samples with high (10.0%) and low (5.8%) HbA1C levels; the coefficients
of variation were 1.5% and 1.6%, respectively, for within-day runs and 1.9% and 1.9%,
respectively, for between-day runs.
Statistical Analysis
BMI categories were defined as normal weight (<25 kg/m2), overweight (25–29.9
kg/m2), or obese (> 30 kg/m2). Weight gain was calculated as percent of total body
weight change from baseline to year 6 ((year 6 weight – baseline weight)/baseline
weight*100) and dichotomized > 5% versus <5%. The weight gain cut point of 5% was
chosen because it is commonly used as a weight management goal for reducing the risk
of obesity, heart disease, diabetes and cancer.16-18 A composite variable with four levels
was constructed using the obesity and weight gain variables: not obese and weight gain <
5.0%, not obese and weight gain > 5.0%, obese and weight gain < 5.0%, obese and
weight gain > 5.0%.
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PA levels (MET-hr/wk) across the five time points were averaged and then
dichotomized according to PA guidelines of10.0 MET-hr/wk, which equates to 150
minutes/week of moderate-pace walking or the equivalent amount of other exercise
durations/intensities. This cut point is consistent with the joint position statement recently
issued by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) and the American College for
Sports Medicine (ACSM).19
Potential covariates assessed included: age at study entry (<44, 44-54, 55-65, >65
years), race/ethnicity (white/non-Hispanic, other), education (college graduate, nongraduate), tumor stage (I, II or III), chemotherapy history (yes, no), tamoxifen use (yes,
no), post-menopausal at study entry (yes, no), smoking status (current, past, and never
smokers), alcohol intake [none, 1-19 g/day (equivalent to <2 drinks/day), and > 20
kg/m2].
The change in HbA1C levels from baseline to year 6 (year 6 HbA1C – baseline
HbA1C) was calculated and dichotomized: > 0.5% representing worsening of glycemic
control and < 0.5% serving as the reference level. The cut point of 0.5% was selected
because diabetes, cardiovascular and mortality risk have been shown to increase with 0.5
unit increases of HbA1C level. 20-22
To examine the relationship of demographic factors, cancer characteristics,
lifestyle factors and other health measures with long-term glycemic control, variable
means and frequencies were computed and compared using F-tests and chi-square tests,
respectively. Three logistic regression models were constructed to evaluate the
independent effects of PA (model 1), weight gain (model 2) and obesity (model 3). A
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fourth logistic regression model was constructed which included all lifestyle risk factors
simultaneously. Covariates were assessed for inclusion into these multivariate models if
they were associated with the risk factor of interest and modified the corresponding
magnitude of association by > 10%. Baseline HbA1C was not included as a covariate
due to multicollinearity as determined by box plots of baseline HbA1C by baseline
obesity status which showed insufficient overlap of baseline HbA1C distributions
between the obese versus non-obese. Age, race/ethnicity, and education were included in
all of the multivariate models based on apriori selection.
To assess whether adherence to PA guideline or weight gain had a differential
effect on glycemic control by obesity, interaction terms were tested using exact logistic
regression but were not statistically significant and thus not included in the multivariate
model.
To investigate the relationship between weight and PA level over time, a plot was
constructed with mean PA levels at each of the 5 time points stratified by the obesityweight gain composite variable. Differences in mean values were tested for statistical
significance using F-tests. All statistical tests were two-tailed and analyses were
conducted in SAS version 9.2 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
RESULTS
Worsening glycemic control
Seventeen percent (n=317) of women in this sample experienced a worsening of
glycemic control as defined by a 0.5 unit increase or greater in HbA1C level from
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baseline to year 6. The mean baseline HbA1C level of these women was 5.5 (0.5) and the
mean HbA1C level at year 6 was 6.3 (0.9). The remaining 83% (n=1547) of women
whose HbA1C level increased < 0.5 units had a mean baseline HbA1C level of 5.7 (0.6)
and an unchanged mean value of 5.7 (0.5) at year 6. Table 1 presents comparisons of
sample characteristics by category of HbA1C change (> 0.5% versus < 0.5%). Although
the prevalence of self-reported diabetes at study entry did not differ (both < 2%), there
was a statistically significantly higher percentage of self-reported diabetes at year 6 in
women whose HbA1C level increased > 0.5 units versus < 0.5 units (9% versus 3%,
p<0.0001). Similarly, the prevalence of high cholesterol at study entry was not
statistically significantly different between women whose HbA1C level increased > 0.5
versus <0.5 units (5.9% versus 7.5%, p=0.31); while there was a statistically significantly
greater percentage of high cholesterol at year 6 in women whose HbA1C level increased
> 0.5 versus < 0.5 units (20.8% versus 29.6%, p<.001). There was a statistically
significantly higher prevalence of hypertension at baseline and year 6 in women who
experienced HbA1C increase > 0.5% versus < 0.5% (19.4% versus 12.1% at baseline;
21.7% versus 33.9% at year 6; both p-values < .001).
Worsened glycemic control was not associated with any of the demographic
variables or cancer characteristics (p>0.05). All lifestyle factors (physical activity, weight
gain and obesity) were statistically significantly associated with worsened glycemic
control (p < 0.01). Specifically, women whose HbA1C levels increased > 0.5% versus <
0.5% were more likely to be obese at study entry, not meet PA guidelines and experience
weight gain of 5% or more over the 6 years of study follow-up. The mean percentage
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gain nearly doubled for women whose HbA1C levels increased > 0.5% versus 0.5% (5.4
versus 2.3, p<.0001).
Odds ratios and corresponding confidence limits derived from four logistic
regression models of glycemic control and lifestyle risk factors are presented in Table 2.
All models adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, and education. Model 1 shows that women
who did not adhere to PA guidelines were at a 40% increased risk of worsened glycemic
control (p=.03). Model 2 shows that women who gained 5% or more of their baseline
weight were at 1.88 times greater risk of worsened glycemic control (p<.0001). Model 3
shows that women who were obese at study entry were at 1.98 times greater risk of
worsened glycemic control (p<.0001). Model 4, inclusive of all lifestyle risk factors,
shows the association between PA level and worsened glycemic control was highly
attenuated after adjustment of obesity and weight gain (OR = 1.11; 95% CI: 0.86-1.44)
while obesity and weight gain remained strongly associated with worsened glycemic
control (p<0.0001). Specifically, women who were obese at study entry were 2.02 times
more likely to have worsened glycemic control by year 6 compared to women who were
not obese at study entry (p < 0.0001). Likewise, women who gained 5% or more of their
baseline body weight over 6 years of follow-up were 1.97 times more likely to have
worsened glycemic control compared to women who gained < 5% (p < 0.0001).
Figure 1 plots the mean values of PA levels (MET-hr/week) reported at each
study visit stratified by the composite variable of obesity and weight gain. Non-obese
women that gained < 5% of their baseline weight represented the largest number of
women (n=902, 48.4% of the total sample) followed by non-obese women that gained
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>5% (28.4%, n=530), obese women that gained < 5% (16.1%, n=300) and obese women
that gained >5% (7.1%, n=132). Large differences in PA levels were observed between
non-obese and obese women from baseline through year 6 (p<.0001). Among non-obese
women, baseline PA level did not statistically significantly differ at study entry according
to weight gain status (p>.05); however, PA levels from years1-6 were statistically
significantly lower in women who gained >5% of their baseline weight compared to
women who gained <5% (p<.05). Among the obese, PA levels did not statistically differ
according to weight gain status from baseline through year 4 (p>.05). However, as figure
1 depicts with the non-overlapping standard error bars, there was marginal statistical
significance at year 6. Specifically, obese women that gained >5% weight reported 3.5
fewer MET-hours/week compared to obese women that gained <5%, with a 95%
confidence limit of -7.6 to 0.5 MET-hours/week. Also depicted in figure 1, obese women
that gained >5% of their baseline weight tended to steadily decrease their PA level after
year 1, dropping below the recommended PA guidelines after year 3.
DISCUSSION
After adjustment for demographic and lifestyle factors, obesity and weight gain >
5% remained strongly and independently associated with worsened long-term glycemic
control, both conveying approximately twice the magnitude of risk relative to their
respective comparison groups of non-obese women and women gaining < 5% weight
over the 6 years of follow-up. However, after adjustment for obesity and weight gain, the
association of physical inactivity and worsened glycemic control was attenuated and lost
statistical significance. Similar findings of attenuation have been reported in the Nurses‘
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Health Study (NHS), 23 and may be attributed to several factors. For instance, it is
possible to the extent that physical activity causes individuals to have lower BMI,
adjustment for BMI in regression models may constitute statistical overcorrection and
result in underestimation of the true beneficial effect of physical activity. Furthermore,
overweight and obese people are less likely to engage in physical activity, because excess
body weight may increase the difficulty of physical activity. This self-selection of heavy
subjects for lower physical activity levels could account in part for the attenuation of the
physical activity–diabetes relationship in regression models that include adjustment for
BMI. Given that supporting evidence continues to accumulate that physical activity
reduces chronic disease risk both directly through its impact on hormones and indirectly
through its impact on weight control,24 caution should be undertaken when
simultaneously adjusting for physical activity and weight-related factors in multivariate
models of health risk.
To our knowledge this was the first study to measure long-term change in
glycemic control in relation to physical inactivity, weight gain and obesity—all of which
are major lifestyle risk factors known to be prominent among breast cancer survivors.
Factors that may affect the generalizability of our study findings are the high
proportion of white women represented and the exclusion of women who died or
experienced a breast cancer event before year 6 of WHEL Study follow-up. It is also
possible that self-selection bias was present given that the sample was comprised of a
subcohort of women participating in a healthy dietary intervention study. Strengths of
our study include clinically measured weight and biologically measured glycemic control
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over six years of survivorship follow-up. Another strength was the assessment of PA
level at five time points, allowing us to assess the potential effect of PA levels averaged
over six years of follow-up. However, a limitation of the PA data was that it was based
on self-report, which is known to include random error. However, the study used a
standardized PA recall procedure and an objective PA measure (7-day accelerometer)
within a subset of WHEL Study participants. 15 The PA questionnaire had strong
agreement (73%) with the accelerometer measure and had 100% sensitivity for meeting
the PA guideline.
In conclusion, our results show that obesity and weight gain are strongly
associated with significant worsening of long-term glycemic control among breast cancer
survivors. Given that a high proportion of breast cancer patients are concomitantly
sedentary and obese/overweight, clinical trials are needed to investigate whether
increased physical activity in combination with reduced adiposity can prevent or delay
diabetes incidence as well as improve long-term prognosis.
Chapter 4 is currently being prepared for the submission for the publication of the
material. Kirsten Erickson, Ruth E. Patterson, Loki Natarajan, John P. Pierce. The
dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this material.
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of WHEL participants (N=1864) stratified by change in A1C level a
Δ HbA1C < 0.5%
Δ HbA1C > 0.5%
p
N

Mean
(SD) or %

N

Mean (SD)
or %

Age, mean (SD)

1547

53.6 (8.6)

317

52.8 (8.6)

.16

Age group (%)
<44
45-54
55-65
>65

207
666
511
162

13.4%
43.1%
33.0%
10.5%

48
131
115
23

15.1%
41.3%
36.3%
7.3%

.23

Race/ethnicity
Non-Hispanic White
African American
Hispanic-American
Asian-American
Other

1341
54
73
47
31

86.7%
3.5%
4.7%
3.0%
2.0%

269
11
10
19
8

84.9%
3.5%
3.2%
6.0%
2.5%

.09

College graduate (%)

882

57.1%

172

54.3%

.36

Tumor stage (%)
I
II
III

666
695
185

43.0%
45.0%
12.0%

138
140
39

43.5%
44.2%
12.3%

.96

Chemotherapy (%)

1019

66.0%

221

69.7%

.20

Tamoxifen use (%)

558

36.1%

105

33.1%

.31

889
524

57.5%
33.9%

197
103

62.1%
32.5%

.61

Demographic characteristics

Cancer history characteristics

Lifestyle factors
Smoking status
Never
Former
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Table 4.1 continued
Δ HbA1C < 0.5%
Mean
N
(SD) or %

Δ HbA1C > 0.5%
Mean (SD)
N
or %

p

Current

133

8.6%

17

5.4%

Alcohol (%)
0
1-19 g/day
20+ g/day

889
354
303

57.5%
22.7%
19.8%

197
71
49

32.1%
22.4%
15.5%

.11

Physical activity level b, METhr/wk (SD)
Not meeting PA guidelines (%)

1547

15.7 (12.7) 317

13.9 (12.4)

.02

168

40.2%

149

47.0%

.03

BMI at study entry, mean kg/m2
(SD)
BMI at study entry (%)
<25.0
25-29.9
> 30.0

1547

26.6 (5.6)

317

28.0 (6.1)

<.0001

720
503
324

46.5%
32.5%
21.0%

118
91
108

37.2%
28.7%
34.1%

<.0001

Weight gain c, mean (SD)

1547

2.3 (9.3)

317

5.4 (10.1)

<.0001

Weight gain c > 5% (%)

510

33.0%

152

48.0%

<.0001

Comorbidities (self-report)
Events
Events
Diabetes (%)
Baseline*
15
1.2%
5
1.8%
0.43
Year 6*
43
2.9%
28
9.1%
<.0001
Hypertension (%)
Baseline*
152
12.1%
54
19.4%
<.001
Year 6*
324
21.7%
104
33.9%
<.0001
High cholesterol (%)
Baseline*
74
5.9%
21
7.5%
.31
Year 6*
311
20.8%
91
29.6%
<.001
PA = physical activity
a
HbA1C% change calculated as: (year 6 HbA1C – baseline HbA1C)
b
Physical activity level calculated by averaging reported levels (MET-hr/wk) baseline to year 6
c
Weight gain calculated as: ((year 6 weight – baseline weight)/baseline weight*100)
* denotes missing data, denominator in percentage calculation is less than n=1547 or n=317 in
respective categories
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Table 4.2 Logistic regression models of HbA1C increase > 0.5% over 6 years of follow-up,
The WHEL Study (n=1864)
β
SE
OR (95% CI)
p
Model 1. Physical Activity +
Age at study entry (yrs)
covariates
< 44
45-54
55-65
>65
Race/ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic
Nonwhite
College graduate
Yes
No
Physical activity a
Meeting guidelines
Not meeting guidelines
Model 2. Weight gain +
Age at study entry (yrs)
covariates
< 44
45-54
55-65
>65
Race/ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic
Nonwhite
College graduate
Yes
No
Weight gain b
< 5%
> 5%
Model 3. Obesity + covariates
Age at study entry (yrs)

reference
-0.04
0.10
0.10
0.11
-0.24
0.16

1.0
0.81 (0.55,1.19)
0.93 (0.62,1.39)
0.65 (0.39,1.01)

.29

reference
0.05
0.06

1.0
1.18 (0.84,1.67)

.54

reference
0.04
0.06

1.0
1.12 (0.88,1.43)

.55

1.0
1.31 (1.10,1.67)

.03

reference
-0.06
0.10
0.15
0.11
-0.21
0.16

1.0
0.85 (0.58,1.24)
1.04 (0.69,1.56)
0.73 (0.44,1.21)

.28

reference
0.08
0.09

1.0
1.18 (0.84,1.67)

.34

reference
0.06
0.06

1.0
1.12 (0.88,1.43)

.37

reference
0.32
0.06

1.0
1.88 (1.47,2.41)

<.0001

reference
0.13
0.06
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Table 4.2 continued
< 44
45-54
55-65
>65
Race/ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic
Nonwhite
College graduate
Yes
No
Obese at study entry
No
Yes
Model 4. PA, weight gain,
obesity
+ covariates
Age at study
entry (yrs)
< 44
45-54
55-65
>65
Race/ethnicity
White, non-Hispanic
Nonwhite
College graduate
Yes
No
Physical activity a
Meeting guidelines
Not meeting guidelines
Weight gain b
< 5%
> 5%
Obese at study entry
No
Yes
PA=Physical Activity

β
SE
reference
-0.05
0.10
0.08
0.11
-0.29
0.16

OR (95% CI)
1.0
0.73 (0.50,1.07)
0.83 (0.6,1.24)
0.58 (0.35,0.96)

p
.15

reference
0.05
0.09

1.0
1.10 (0.78,1.55)

.60

reference
0.02
0.06

1.0
1.05 (0.81,1.34)

.71

reference
0.34
0.07

1.0
1.98 (1.52,2.59)

<.0001

reference
-.07
.10
.14
.12
-.21
.16

1.0
0.81 (0.55,1.21)
1.01 (0.67,1.51)
0.70 (0.42,1.18)

.26

reference
.06
.09

1.0
1.13 (0.80,1.61)

.48

reference
.01
.06

1.0
1.02 (0.79,1.32)

.87

reference
.05
.06

1.0
1.11 (0.86,1.44)

.42

reference
.34
.06

1.0
1.97 (1.53,2.53)

<.0001

1.0
2.02 (1.53,2.66)

<.0001

reference
.35
.07
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Table 4.2 continued
a

Physical activity level calculated by averaging reported levels (MET-hr/wk) from
baseline through year 6. Meeting guidelines defined as > 10 MET-hr/wk which equates to
150 minutes/week of moderate-pace walking or the equivalent amount of other exercise
durations/intensities
b

Weight gain calculated as: ((year 6 weight – baseline weight)/baseline weight*100)
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20

MET-hr/wk

15

10

5

Not obese,weight gain< 5.0%(N=902)
Not obese,weight gain>= 5.0%(N=530)
Obese, weight gain<5.0%(N=300)

Obese,weight gain>= 5.0%(N= 132)

Table presents cell sizes
Study Entry

Year 1

Year 2/3

Year 4

Year 6

17
881
15.9
515
9.5
292
8.7
131

18.7
823
16.4
476
11
269
11.1
115

18.6
804
16.2
474
9.6
266
10.1
121

18.3
838

18.2
859

15.2
493

15.8
507

10.7
281

11
279
7.4
121

9.2
122

Error bars = standard error of the mean

Figure 4.1 Mean physical activity level (MET-hr/wk) reported at each WHEL
Study visit, stratified by weight-related composite risk variable (N=1864)
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DISCUSSION
With the increasing incidence of diabetes and the growing population of breast
cancer survivors, improved understanding of the diabetes and breast cancer association is
paramount. Investigation into the long-term prognostic impact of diabetes on breast
cancer survivorship and into the modifiable risk factors that can prevent or delay diabetes
occurrence is necessary to provide evidence which may guide clinicians involved in the
follow-up care of women who have a breast cancer history.
The objectives of this dissertation were to: 1) assess the effects of prevalent
diabetes on breast cancer disease-free survival and overall survival, 2) assess the effects
of pre-cancer body mass index (BMI) and post-diagnosis weight change on the risk of
incident diabetes and 3) assess the effects of physical inactivity, weight gain, and obesity
on long-term worsening of glycemic control.
Summary of findings
Study #1: Clinically Defined Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus and Prognosis in Early Stage
Breast Cancer
Consistent with the literature, this study found that diabetes was independently
associated with a statistically significant higher risk of all-cause mortality in breast cancer
survivors. However, measured HbA1C more than doubled the number of women with
diabetes compared to self-report identification and inclusion of these undiagnosed
diabetes cases attenuated the previously identified diabetes association with additional
breast cancer events. Given that a diagnosis of type 2 diabetes is most likely to occur in
women experiencing symptoms, it is likely that women with self-reported diabetes had
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longer disease duration and a history of worse glycemic control than those identified by
HbA1C assays. Thus, these study results could reflect the effect of severity or duration of
diabetes on the risk of additional breast cancer events. Supporting this hypothesis, we
found that women who reported taking blood sugar lowering medications for their
diabetes (presumably reflective of more advanced disease) carried the highest risk of
additional breast cancer events and mortality. These findings address one of the current
gaps in evidence as outlined in the 2010 ADA/ACS consensus report: ―whether cancer
risk [prognosis] is influenced by duration of diabetes is a critical and complex issue and
may be further complicated by multidrug therapy often necessary for diabetes treatment‖.
Although our study suggests that diabetes duration is an important factor in breast
cancer prognosis, the results do not provide definitive evidence. Our findings also
suggest that HbA1C may be associated with breast cancer prognosis in a nonlinear
fashion, that is, a threshold effect may exist in the diabetic range of HbA1C levels >7.0%,
and in individuals considered at very high risk for diabetes (those who are obese and have
clinically elevated HbA1C in addition to at least one other risk factor for diabetes).
Thus, future research should investigate whether there is a threshold of glycemic status at
which the risk for poor prognosis significantly increases and assess whether the increased
mortality risk among breast cancer survivors with diabetes is driven by an increase in
cancer recurrence or due to competing diabetes-related comorbidities such as
cardiovascular disease.

Study #2: Obesity, Weight Change, and Diabetes Risk in Breast Cancer Survivors
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To our knowledge this was the first study to measure diabetes risk in a large
cohort of breast cancer survivors, using HbA1C in addition to self-report to identify
incident diabetes. This study provided new evidence that women who experience major
weight gain after breast cancer diagnosis or major weight loss with subsequent regain are
at twofold greater risk of becoming diabetic than women who maintain their pre-cancer
weight. Although previous studies have reported that weight loss after a breast cancer
diagnosis is associated with increased mortality, those same studies show that women
who were obese at diagnosis (BMI ≥30 kg/m2) were the most likely to be in the large
weight loss group. None of these reports included information on whether the observed
weight loss was maintained. In this report, we were able to utilize multiple post-diagnosis
weight measures to address this issue. Specifically, our study data indicate that women
who lost significant weight in the early years following their diagnosis were overweight
or obese before diagnosis and regained the weight in the additional years of follow-up.
Both high initial weight and weight gain are negative prognostic factors for diabetes
development and other competing comorbidities that threaten overall survival time. Our
findings corroborate studies that have shown the process of recovering large amounts of
body weight is itself an independent risk factor for the development of diabetes,
especially when the patient is overweight or obese before the weight loss and regain
occurs.
As reported in the first study of this dissertation and in other literature, diabetes is
known to be associated with reduced survival in breast cancer survivors. Moreover, we
found that a threshold effect may exist between clinically elevated HbA1C levels and
adverse breast cancer outcomes. The second study of this dissertation provides new
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insight into the relationship between pre-cancer weight, post-diagnosis weight change,
and diabetes risk. Although further research is needed to validate the adverse effects of
major weight loss-regain on diabetes risk in breast cancer survivors, these data suggest
that oncologists should monitor patients for weight gain during and after cancer treatment
to guard against diabetes development which may, in turn, improve long term prognosis.
Study#3: Long-term Worsening of Glycemic Control in Breast Cancer Survivors: How
Physical Inactivity, Weight Gain and Obesity Impact Risk
The study showed that physical inactivity was independently associated with
worsened long-term glycemic control as defined by a 0.5 unit increase in HbA1C levels
over 6 years of follow-up. However, after adjustment for obesity and weight gain, the
association of physical inactivity and diabetes risk was attenuated and lost statistical
significance. This represents an important finding that needs to be investigated further. It
is possible that adjustment for BMI in regression models may constitute statistical
overcorrection and result in underestimation of the true beneficial effect of physical
activity. Given that supporting evidence continues to accumulate that physical activity
reduces chronic disease risk both directly through its impact on hormones and indirectly
through its impact on weight control, caution should be undertaken when simultaneously
adjusting for physical activity and weight-related factors in multivariate models of health
risk.
Unlike physical inactivity, obesity and weight gain > 5% remained strongly and
independently associated with worsened long-term glycemic control, both conveying
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approximately twice the magnitude of risk relative to their respective comparison groups
of non-obese women and women gaining < 5% weight over the 6 years of follow-up.
To our knowledge this was the first study to measure diabetes risk in terms of
worsening glycemic control and in relation to major lifestyle risk factors known to be
prominent among breast cancer survivors. Given that a high proportion of breast cancer
patients are concomitantly sedentary and obese/overweight, clinical trials are needed to
investigate whether increased physical activity in combination with reduced adiposity can
prevent or delay diabetes incidence as well as improve long-term prognosis.
Implication of findings
With the vast majority of breast cancer patients surviving more than 5 years
beyond diagnosis, oncologists are challenged to expand their focus from acute care to
managing the long-term health consequences of breast cancer. Although more research is
needed, opportunities exist for oncologists to promote lifestyle changes that may improve
the length and quality of life of their patients.
Diabetes, hyperglycemia and associated metabolic disorders can be controlled and
may present an effective opportunity for improving prognosis in early-stage breast cancer
survivors. Given the high prevalence of physical inactivity, weight gain and obesity in
breast cancer survivors and their effects on diabetes risk, randomized controlled clinical
trials of interventions targeting weight management through increased physical activity
are needed, particularly among women who are overweight/obese and/or experience
significant weight gain after breast cancer.

